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I am very excited to enter your Duluth Flag Contest. Duluth is a great city. Although I am from Orono I do visit Duluth when I can. 

enjoy the charter fishing, shops, restaurants, Lake Superior, Glensheen and the city itself. Another connection is my Aunt who 

used to live there for many years, Margie Herold. She worked for Visit Duluth visitors and conventions bureau. MY FLAG

DESIGN: I believe the design should be contempory and visually engaging. Here is what my flag design represents: overall, the 

City of Duluth being on Lake Superior. SEAGULL: represents Duluth as a port city. LIGHTHOUSE: is the Duluth North Pier 

Lighthouse, Canal Park. The right spotlight with the triangle city moving forward. The left spotlight makes up the "D" silhouette. I try 

to give the design some dimension too to make it visually appealing. 
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Flag Design Name 

(optional): 

"Duluth on the Horizon" 

I am very excited to enter your Duluth Flag Contest. Duluth is a great city. Although I am from Orono I do visit Duluth when I can. 

enjoy the charter fishing, shops, restaurants, Lake Superior, Glensheen and the city itself. Another connection is my Aunt who used to 

live there for many years, Margie Herold. She worked for Visit Duluth visitors and conventions bureau. MY FLAG DESIGN: I believe 

the design should be contempory and visually engaging. My flag design represents: overall the city of Duluth as a port city on Lake 

Superior in Minnesota and more. LIGHTHOUSE/ SEAGULL: is the Duluth North Pier Lighthouse, Canal Park. The seagull moving 

forward and the spotlight from the lighthouse highlights the design, everyday is a new day. 2 LARGE FLAG STRIPES: represents the 

Lake Superior horizon. The overall lighthouse/seagull design has a sunrise/sunset feeling on the horizon. 












